Helpful Hints

Summit Metal Bond Wheels

- When using the Metal Bond Wheels, move the wheel in a quick pattern motion. Do not stay still in one area, these wheels are aggressive and will make the stone uneven.
- Polishing Black Granite, use the Black Buff a little longer then you would normally, this will enhance the depth of color and increase the gloss.
- To achieve a little more extra shine, we recommend using the black buff first then follow-up using the white Buff to obtain optimal results.
- The use of the Alpha® Gloss checker is recommended for checking the consistency of the polish between grits.
- Do Not Skip Grits!
- When using the Resin Bond Wheels, move the wheel in a slow consistent polishing pattern. Moving the wheel slow allows the diamonds to perform to their potential.
- Spending more time on the #1000 and #2000 grits is highly recommended to assure a high quality finish.